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Abstract
This work investigates the machining temperatures of ultra-fine-grained titanium (UFG Ti), prepared by equal channel angular
extrusion, through analytical modeling. UFG Ti has great usefulness in biomedical applications because of its high mechanical strength, sufficient manufacturability, and high biocompatibility. The temperatures were predicted using a physics-based
predictive model based on material constitutive relation and mechanics of the orthogonal cutting process. The minimization
between the stress calculated using Johnson–Cook constitutive model and the same stress calculated using mechanics model
yields the estimation of machining temperatures at two deformation zones. Good agreements are observed upon validation
to the values reported in the literature. The machinability of UFG Ti is investigated by comparing its machining temperature
to that of Ti–6Al–4V alloy under the same cutting conditions. Significantly lower temperatures are observed in machining
UFG Ti. The computational efficiency of the presented model is investigated by comparing its average computational time
(~ 0.5 s) to that of a widely used modified chip formation model (8900 s) with comparable prediction accuracy. This work
extends the applicability of the presented temperature model to a broader class of materials, specifically ultra-fine-grained
metals. The high computational efficiency allows the in situ temperature prediction and optimization of temperature condition with process parameters planning.
Keywords Ultra-fine-grained titanium · Analytical modeling · High computational efficiency · Johnson–Cook model ·
Cutting mechanics

Introduction
Ultra-fine-grained titanium (UFG Ti) has great potential
to replace the widely used Ti–6Al–4V alloy in biomedical
applications because of its high mechanical strength, sufficient manufacturability, and high biocompatibility with
human cells and tissues. It has a comparable yield strength
to that of Ti–6Al–4V [1]. The machinability of UFG Ti was
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investigated in machining forces [2]. The cutting forces of
UFG Ti are significantly lower than that of Ti–6Al–4V under
the same cutting conditions. The biocompatibility of UFG Ti
was investigated with cell adhesion and proliferation, from
which the UFG Ti was reported with higher biocompatibility
than Ti–6Al–4V because aluminum and vanadium elements
are toxic to human cells and tissues [3]. A severe plastic
deformation (SPD) process, namely equal channel angular
extrusion (ECAE), was commonly employed in preparing
UFG Ti, in which the bulk materials go through a rigid die
with the large-angle channel in multiple passes. More details
about ECAE process can be found in the references [4–7],
in which the influence of process details including process
route, scale, and rolling, extrusion on the microstructure, and
mechanical properties was investigated.
Machining is needed to transform the bulk material into
a finished product, which is widely used because of its
fast speed and applicability to a broad class of materials.
It is well known that elevated temperature has a negative
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influence on tool performance and quality of the machined
part because it softens tool materials and increases diffusion.
Temperature measurement through experiment is difficult
and inconvenient due to the complex contact phenomena
at the chip formation zone and restricted accessibility during the machining process [8, 9]. Numerical models were
developed based on finite element analysis (FEA) to predict
the machining force, temperature, residual stress, and chip
morphology [10–14]. Although the developed numerical
models have made considerable progress in the prediction
of the machining process, the expensive computational cost
is still the major drawback.
Analytical models were developed based on physics to
predict the machining forces, temperature, and residual
stress [15–21]. Analytical model has promising high computational efficiency without resorting to FEA or any iterationbased simulations. A chip formation model, as originally
proposed by Oxley, was used to predict machining forces in
orthogonal cutting, in which the uniform machining temperatures at two deformation zones were calculated as intermediate variables [22]. Another temperature model considering
heat sources at two deformation zones, as originally proposed by Komanduri et al. [23], was often used with the chip
formation model to predict temperature distribution at chip
formation zone. However, the temperature-dependent material properties of the workpiece including thermal conductivity and specific heat are needed but must be obtained from
extensive material property tests. In addition, the exhaustive
search method and complex calculations in the chip formation model decrease computational efficiency.
In this work, the machining temperatures in orthogonal
cutting of UFG Ti were investigated through analytical modeling. The UFG Ti workpiece was prepared by an ECAE
process and then tested in the orthogonal cutting under various cutting conditions. The details of the ECAE process can
be found in the previous work [24]. The machining temperatures at two deformation zones, namely primary shear zone
(PSZ) and second shear zone (SSZ), were predicted using
an analytical model developed based on material constitutive relation and mechanics of the orthogonal cutting process. The predicted temperatures are validated to the values
reported in the literature [2]. The computational efficiency
of the employed analytical model was investigated with a
comparison of computational time to the widely used modified chip formation model. In addition, the machinability
of UFG Ti was investigated by comparing the machining
temperatures to that of Ti–6Al–4V, which is widely used
in lightweight engineering applications and biomedical
applications.

Methodology
The machining temperatures are predicted by the analytical
model based on material constitutive relation and mechanics
of the orthogonal cutting process. Johnson–Cook constitutive model (J–C model) is chosen in temperature prediction
because it is effective, simple, and easy to use. The average
temperatures at PSZ (TAB ) and SSZ (Tint ) are determined
by minimizing the difference between the calculated shear
stress using J–C model and the calculated shear stress using
mechanics model at PSZ and SSZ, respectively. The reliable
and easily measurable cutting force and chip thickness were
used as inputs, which can be experimentally measured by
a piezoelectric dynamometer and micrometer, respectively
[25]. The two strain rate constants (C0 in a range of 2 and 10
with 0.1 increment and δ in a range between 0.005 and 0.2
with 0.005 increment are determined from minimization of
the difference between calculated stresses.
The flow stress can be calculated using the J–C model
with considerations of strain hardening effect, strain
rate hardening effect, and thermal soften effect. It can be
expressed as

(
( ))(
(
) )
T − T0 m
𝜀̇
𝜎 = (A + B𝜀 ) 1 + Cln
1−
𝜀̇ 0
Tm − T0
n

(1)

where A, B, C, m, n are five materials parameters (J–C constants), which can be determined using various methods
such as split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) tests, numerical methods, or analytical methods [26–30]. 𝜀, 𝜀,̇ T denote
strain, strain rate, and temperature, respectively.
The flow stress can also be calculated using the mechanics model in orthogonal cutting configuration. The orthogonal cutting can be performed by turning a tubular workpiece as illustrated in Fig. 1. The chip formation zone in
orthogonal cutting is illustrated in Fig. 2, where 𝛼 is the
rake angle, 𝜙 is the shear angle, 𝜆 is average friction angle
at tool chip interface, and 𝜃 is the angle between resultant

Fig. 1  Schematic drawing of orthogonal cutting in turning a tubular
workpiece
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With J–C model and cutting mechanics model, the
machining temperatures are predicted as illustrated in Fig. 3,
where the inputs are J–C constants, experimental cutting
force and chip thickness, and cutting condition parameters
of cutting velocity, rake angle, the width of cut, and depth of
cut. The average temperatures at PSZ and SSZ are outputs.
The following assumptions are enforced: (1) steady state and
plane strain condition, (2) constant material flow rate at chip
formation zone, (3) plane strain condition.
The shear angle is calculated explicitly from the chip
compression ratio with the assumption of the constant materials flow rate (t1 V = t2 Vc) as

r=

as

Fig. 2  Chip formation in orthogonal cutting configuration [22]

cutting force R and primary shear zone AB. t1 t2 are the depth
of cut (undeformed chip thickness) and the chip thickness,
respectively.V, Vs , Vc are cutting velocity, shear velocity, and
chip velocity, respectively. Fc , Ft , R are cutting force, thrust
force, and resultant force, respectively. w is the cutting width
that is not shown.

V
t1
sin (𝜙)
= c =
t2
V
cos (𝜙 − 𝛼)

(2)

The other angles in the chip formation zone are calculated

)
)
(
(
𝜋
− 𝜙 − C0 neq
𝜃 = arctan 1 + 2
4

(3)

𝜆=𝜃−𝜙+𝛼
(4)
The shear flow stress at PSZ calculated using J–C model
with von Mises yield criterion and cutting mechanics is
expressed as

Fig. 3  Algorithm of analytical temperature model based
on Johnson–Cook model and
mechanics of the orthogonal
cutting process
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where the strain and strain rate at PSZ are calculated as
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The shear flow stress at SSZ calculated using J–C model
with von Mises yield criterion and cutting mechanics is
expressed as

𝜎
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where the strain and strain rate at SSZ are calculated as
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The length of the PSZ and tool–chip interface (SSZ) is calculated as

lAB =
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(14)

where the strain hardening constants ( neq ) can be estimated
as
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nB𝜀nAB
neq ≈ (
)
A + B𝜀nAB

(15)

Fc = Rcos(𝜆 − 𝛼)

(16)

Ft = Rsin(𝜆 − 𝛼)

(17)

F = Rsin𝜆

(18)

The forces can be calculated using the mechanics of orthogonal cutting as

(19)
The presented model has promising short computational
time because of its less mathematical complexity, which
allows the in situ temperature prediction and optimization
of machining temperature condition through process parameter planning.

Fs = Rcos(𝜙 + 𝜆 − 𝛼)

Results and discussion
In this work, the machining temperatures in orthogonal cutting of SPD-processed UFG Ti were predicted using the
presented temperature model under various cutting conditions. The J–C constants, cutting process parameters, and
experimental forces and chip thickness were inputs. The
shear angle was solved explicitly from the chip compression
ratio with the assumption of constant material flow rate at
the chip formation zone. The material properties including
thermal conductivity and specific heat were not needed in
the temperature model with the inputs of experimental force
and chip thickness.
The J–C constants of the UFG Ti were adopted from the
previous work as given in Table 1, which were inversely
determined based on machining force prediction using the
modified chip formation model. An iterative gradient searching method based on Kalman filter algorithm was employed
to improve the computational efficiency [24].
The cutting conditions and experimental forces were
obtained from the orthogonal cutting experiment, in which a
piezoelectric dynamometer was used to measure the machining forces. The experimental chip thickness under each cutting condition was measured in triplicates using a micrometer in this work. The documented temperatures at two shear
zones were adopted from the previous work [2] and validated

Table 1  J–C
constants
of
SPD-processed
(T0 = 25 ◦ C; Tm = 1660 ◦ C; 𝜀̇ 0 = 1) [24]

UFG

Ti

A (MPa)

B (MPa)

n

C

m

451.89

350.22

0.101

0.010

1.484
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Table 2  Cutting conditions
for orthogonal machining
[2]. Superscript R denotes
documented value
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Test

V (m/min)

w (mm)

t1 (mm)

Fc (N)

Ft (N)

t2 (mm)

R
(°C)
TAB

R
Tint
(°C)

1
2
3
4
5
6

60
75
90
60
90
120

1
1
1
0.5
0.5
0.5

0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.4

333.83
338.14
480.38
302.13
351.50
350.35

206.32
204.81
231.44
117.52
118.66
124.24

0.439
0.439
0.601
0.629
0.767
0.767

210.73
213.92
211.84
210.57
210.80
214.64

791.80
779.13
940.18
875.04
1017.30
1001.90

Fig. 4  Validation of predicted temperatures (pre) against reference
values (ref) under various cutting conditions. a The comparison of
temperatures at PSZ and b the comparison of temperatures at SSZ

with forces comparison because temperatures were used as
intermediate variables in calculating machining forces. The
cutting conditions, experimental force, chip thickness, and
documented temperatures are given in Table 2.
The predicted temperatures at PSZ and SSZ were validated with documented values in multiple cutting tests

as illustrated in Fig. 4. Close agreements were observed
between predicted temperature and documented values.
The predicted temperatures at PSZ (TAB ) were larger than
the documented temperatures because the documented
temperatures were predicted by the modified chip formation model with the assumption of the perfectly sharp cutting tool, which resulted in the underestimated machining
forces and temperatures. This assumption was not used in
the presented model. The predicted temperatures at SSZ
( Tint ) agreed well with documented values. The minor
deviations of predicted temperatures might be caused by
the deviations of input experimental forces, chip thickness,
and adopted J–C constants (Table 3).
The computational time for the temperature prediction
using the presented model and the modified chip formation model in the previous work was recorded and compared as given in Table 4. The calculations were carried
out using MATLAB program on a personal computer running at 2.8 GHz. The increments of strain rate constants
(𝛿, C0 ) were set as 0.05 and 0.1, respectively. In the previous work, the average time for each temperature prediction using the modified chip formation model was 8883 s
with as increment of shear angle ( 𝜙 as 0.1°. In this work,
the shear angle was solved explicitly from chip compression ratio. The average time for each temperature prediction using the presented model was 0.484 s. Significant
improvement on computational time was observed with the
presented model because of direct input of forces and chip
thickness that allowed the intermediate variables to be calculated explicitly. The promising short computational time
allows the process parameter planning through inverse
analysis [29, 30]. The model algorithms were compared
in terms of input variables, assumptions, and experimental
and mathematical complexity as shown in Table 5. The
presented model was favored with less experimental and
mathematical complexity. Both models have accepted prediction accuracy as illustrated in Fig. 4.
In addition, the predicted temperatures in machining
UFG Ti were compared to the temperatures in machining
Ti–6Al–4V under the same cutting conditions. Machining temperatures of Ti–6Al–4V were predicted using the
modified chip formation model, in which the J–C constants
and materials properties are needed. The J–C constants
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Table 3  Predicted temperatures
and related variables

Test

TAB (°C)

Tint (°C)

kAB (MPa)

kAB(MPa)

𝜏int(MPa)

kint(MPa)

𝜙 (°)

1
2
3
4
5
6

225.63
228.74
229.07
227.92
221.71
232.99

797.78
794.18
910.11
835.39
944.13
993.83

477.91
478.38
476.55
475.35
476.16
475.55

478.93
479.39
477.56
476.37
477.17
476.56

366.97
367.33
326.51
346.14
304.90
304.51

366.97
367.33
326.51
346.14
304.89
304.51

24.49
24.49
26.54
25.51
27.56
27.56

′

Table 4  Quantitative comparison of the computational time in the
temperature prediction of UFG Ti

Conclusion

Test

Computational time with modified Computational time
chip formation model (s) [2]
with presented model
(s)

1
2
3
4
5
6

9149
9086
9082
8706
8660
8614

In this work, the machining temperatures of UFG Ti in an
integrated manufacturing process combining SPD process
and machining process were predicted using an analytical
model that was developed based on materials constitutive
relation and mechanics of the cutting process. Machining
temperatures were predicted under various process conditions in orthogonal cutting tests. Closed agreements were
observed between predicted temperatures and documented
values. For the machinability in temperature, the machining
temperatures of UFG Ti were significantly lower than that
of Ti–6Al–4V under the same cutting conditions. Moreover,
the average computational time of the presented model was
0.484 s. For comparison, the average computational time
with the modified chip formation model in the previous work
was 8883 s.
The contributions of these works are (1) to extend the
applicability of the original temperature model based on
material constitutive relation and mechanics of the cutting process to a broader class of materials; (2) to investigate the machinability in machining temperature in the
manufacturing process integrating the SPD process and
machining with significantly improved computational efficiency, which allows the in situ temperature prediction
and optimization of the machining process with process
parameters planning; 3) to promote the use of UFG Ti in
engineering and biomedical applications with the comparison of machining temperatures to widely used Ti–6Al–4V.

0.494
0.492
0.466
0.483
0.486
0.482

and materials properties of Ti–6Al–4V were adopted from
the literature as given in Table A1 and Table A2, respectively, in Appendix [31, 32]. The temperatures in machining
Ti–6Al–4V were higher than the temperatures in machining UFG Ti as shown in Fig. 5. The elevated temperatures
in the machining process reduce the tool life and increase
material diffusion. This trend agrees with the trend of force
comparisons reported in the previous work [2]. The positive
correlation between machining force and temperature has
also been reported in the literature [20, 21].
The presented model could be further developed for
oblique cutting configuration to future improve its usefulness
in real applications. The preliminary work has been reported
based on the geometrical relationship between orthogonal
cutting configuration and oblique cutting configuration in
the modified chip formation model [33].

Table 5  Qualitative comparison of the model algorithm in the temperature prediction of UFG Ti
Model

Input variables

Assumptions

Experimental complexity

Mathematical complexity

Modified chip
formation
model

Cutting parameters; J–C constants; Materials properties;
heat partition ratios at PSZ
and SSZ

Perfect sharp cutting tool;
steady state, plane strain
condition

Extensive material property
tests

Calculation of temperature,
force, and chip thickness,
materials flow stress and
strain, geometry, and
model parameters
Calculations of temperature, materials flow stress,
geometry, and model
parameters

Constants materials flow rate
Presented model Cutting parameters; J–C
constants; cutting force; chip at chip formation zone;
steady state, plane strain
thickness
condition
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Easily measurable cutting
force and chip thickness
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Table 6  J–C constants of Ti–6Al–4V (T0 = 25 ◦ C; 𝜀̇ 0 = 1) [31]
A (MPa)

B (MPa)

n

C

m

997.9

653.1

0.45

0.0198

0.7

Table 7  Materials properties of Ti–6Al–4V [32]
ρ (kg/m3)

Tm (°C)

Cp (J/kg °C)

K (w/m °C)

4420

1668

560

9.2
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Fig. 5  Comparison between machining temperatures of UFG Ti and
machining temperatures of Ti–6Al–4V under various cutting conditions. a The comparison of machining temperature at PSZ and b the
comparison of machining temperatures at SSZ
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